C2-Frame
Description

Code: C2
It’s a bar bearing support equipped with a roller. It can be used in addition to the
roller table. It should be suitably ballasted or fixed to the floor. Roller 550 mm
wide - max load 750 kg. H min 840 mm / H max 1.015 mm
CRC-Loading side connection
Description

Code: CRC
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CRS-Connection in unloading side
Description

Code: CRS
It’s the unloading side connection between machine and roller table.
FM..RS-Length stop with articulated striker
Description

Code: FM..RS
The material must always be cut according to a prearranged length. The machine
may be equipped with a length stop for 1 to 6 meters [3.3 to 19.7 ft] measure
stops to be installed on the RP roller tables.
RM-Motorized roller
Description

Code: RM-Rullo motorizzato
The RM motorized roller is generally placed near the band saw on the loading
side; in this way the roller support surface is placed under the piece to be moved.
Switching on the feeding selector, the roller automatically raises a few
millimeters lifting the bar to be cut. Once the maximum quota is reached, the
roller begins to turn moving the piece towards the selected direction: the selector
turned anticlockwise makes the bar move backward, while turned clockwise
makes it move forward. Releasing the selector, the roller automatically stops and
goes down: so for its use the presence of an operator is always necessary. The
roller rotation speed can be adjusted before or even during its moving (for
instance going fast at the beginning and then slower during blade approach). Our
motorized roller can be joined to all models of FMB band saws so that any
movement is avoided during the cut. Its moving is electrical and its lifting power
is
1,500
kg.
RP1G-RP2G Roller tables
Description

Code: RP1G - RP2G
To work safely, the material to be cut should lean on roller tables as long as
necessary on both loading and unloading sides. FMB s.r.l. can supply this

optional:
- Roller table RP2G (1° module ) - Two legs 1 m long roller table with 400mm
wide
idle
rollers and
max.
load
300
kg/m.
- Roller table RP1G (Following) - One leg 1 m long roller table with 400mm
wide
idle
rollers
and
max.
load
300
kg/m.
RRS-Unloading side pull-out roller surface
Description

Code: RRS
It’s the unloading side connection between machine and roller table.

